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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a report on current perceptions of problems of

women integrating into the ranks of the U. S. Coast Guard as seen

by those women and their male co-workers. A questionnaire was

developed to survey all Coast Guard women for their opinions. An

equal size sample of opinions of Coast Guard men was drawn for

comparative purposes. The results of these surveys are presented

as statistical information and quotations of opinions of the

respondees. The information presented may be of use to managerial

and supervisory personnel at all levels of the Coast Guard.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since 1973, women have been integrating into nearly every mission

area and duty role in the US Coast Guard. Problems have surfaced and

many have been resolved, some buried, and some ignored. It is impor-

tant to take a candid look at these problems, be they real or imagined,

as the present women in the Coast Guard perceive them.

In the past few years, the military services have come to realize

that women represent an underutilized, and often quite talented and

eager, human resource. No small credit for this recognition must be

given to the equal rights movement that has had an impact on most in-

stitutions of our American society. In response to the need for high

caliber volunteer manpower and external societal pressures. Congres-

sional legislation in 1973 abolished the Women's Reserve and women

were permitted to be commissioned and enlisted in the regular Coast

Guard (Hoke, 1976),

There had been some women in the Coast Guard prior to 1973, but

nearly all were in a reserve status. A reserve corps of women, called

SPARS (for: "Semper P_aratus, Always Ready") existed during World War

II, but the Coast Guard was omitted by The Women's Armed Services Inte-

gration Act of 1943 which provided for both regular and reserve status

for women in the other Armed Forces.

Congress had terminated the Coast Guard's emergency war-time legis-

lation in 1947 and the SPARS had been demobilized (Hoke, 1976). In

1949 legislation re-established the Women's Reserve and, according to

the Coast Guard's First Warrant Officer Elizabeth Splain (ret), in





1952 some former SPARS were reactivated. (An interesting note from

the Naval Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC) Technical

Note 76-7, "...SPAR officers were trained at the Coast Guard Academy

in New London, Connecticut. This represents the first and, to date

(May 1976), the only time women have attended an American military

academy...") (Thomas, 1976). Regular recruiting and enlistment of

women began in December of 1973 (Rettenmaier, 1977).

The past four years has provided ample time for the novelty of

women working in a previously all-male occupation to wear off, and

true problem areas to emerge. With the announcement of the assignment

of women to sea duty and isolated stations, it is timely to survey the

perceptions of the problem areas as seen by those service personnel

invol ved.

At the end of fiscal year 1977, there were 5,989 officers and war-

rant officers, 63 (or 1%) of which were women, and 31,297 enlisted

including 584 (or 1.9%) women. Roughly 45% of the enlisted as in the

so-called "traditional" ratings of yeoman (YN), corpsman (MM), dental

technician (DT), and storekeeper (SK). Another one-third are as yet

unrated, leaving about 20% of the enlisted women in the Coast Guard

scattered through the remaining ratings. As there were effectively no

regular women officers on active duty until 1973, all can be con-

sidered as entering "non-traditional" roles (Rettenmaier, 1977).

According to information from the Coast Guard Academy's Public

Information Office, in late 1974 plans were being made to quietly

See Appendix A for listing of all ratings and abbreviations used
in this paper.





integrate the Coast Guard Academy (CGA) with women beginning with the

Class of 1980. In August 1975, Coast Guard Commandant Admiral Owen

W. Siler announced that beginning in July 1976 women would be admitted

into CGA with completely equal status (Wells, 1977). The Stratton

Bill (October 8, 1975) required the three major academies to do like-

wise and, after brief appeals, the major academies flooded the media

with word of their efforts and CGA's head start went unheralded. CGA's

Cadet Administration Office has indicated that CGA's retention rate of

women cadets v/as 66% after their first year (the same rate as for

males, and the same approximate rate as for women at West Point (USMC)

and Annapolis (USNA)). The Class of 1981 included 44 additional female

cadets and the current total is 61. (The Navy Personnel Research and

Development Center (NPRDC)'s Dr. Pat Thomas advises that NPRDC is cur-

rently trying to evaluate the effects of the apparently excessive

publicity imposed on the female midshipmen of USNA.)

Coast Guard Headquarters Aviation Officer Personnel Office, in a

telephone interview, stated that in January 1976 the first Coast Guard

women officer began flight training at Naval Air Station Pensacola and

by May 1977 two had received their wings. These women now stand

norman operational duty at Search and Rescue (SAR) Air Stations with

their male counterparts. Although there have been many applicants, no

other women have passed the flight physical, leaving the Coast Guard

with only two women aviators and none presently in training. Physical

size and eyesight are the two most common reasons for failure. The

vision requirement also eliminates many male applicants. Aircraft

cockpit sizes are designed for average size man and cockpit size re-

stricts adjustable seats to limits excluding very large or very small

persons.





As the first modern women officers have advanced to the ranks of

Lieutenant (LT) and Lieutenant junior grade (LTJG), some have moved

into operational shore station leadership positions as executive offi-

cers of Group offices and boat stations of over 150 men and women.

One has been assigned to the CGA teaching staff.

In May 1977, the Coast Guard announced a program of assigning

women to ten LORAN (long range radio aids to navigation) stations over-

seas including Upolu Point Hawaii, Kauai, Adak Alaska, Kodiak Alaska,

Saipan, St. Paul Bermuda, and Spruce Cape, Marrow Cape and Tok, Alaska.

Boatswainsmate (BM), storekeeper (SK) and electronics technician (ET)

ratings are being assigned (COMDT COGARD msg 252357 May 77).

Simultaneously, the Coast Guard announced that assignments of ten

enlisted women and two women officers would be made to each of two high-

endurance cutters (HEC's), one stationed on each coast. Ratings in-

cluded HM, YN, SK, BM, Radioman (RM) and seaman (SN). Officers were

to include an Ensign (ENS) and LTJG on each. All assignments were to

be fully integrated into the ships regular crew (CMDT NOTE 1306 1977).

During the summer of 1977, one of the cutters had gained experience with

women aboard when used as an Academy training ship for the female Cadets

(Synder, 1977).

Section 6015 of Title 10 of the US Code has been interpreted to

prohibit assignment of women to duty on Navy vessels other than hospital

ships or transports. This does not provide a prohibition of assignment

of women to Coast Guard vessels. However, interpretation presently

stands that women crewmen cannot participate in Naval exercises or re-

fresher training because for these brief periods the ship is considered

a "Navy vessel". Until the Coast Guard can change the requirement to

10





remove female crew for these activities, there will be dissatisfaction

of both male and female shipmates.

If the proposed Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to the US Constitution

is passed into law, restrictions or exemptions of women from various

types of duty would be left to statutory law, and to interpretations by

the courts of the many issues that will surface. The Senate Judiciary

Committee has pointed out that equality does not mean sameness.

"The legal principle underlying the Equal Rights Amendment
is that the law must deal with the individual attributes
of the particular person and not with stereotypes of over-

classification based on sex... (ERA) does not require that
women must be treated in all respects the same as men...
childbearing could only apply to women" (Commanders Digest,

1975).

The proposed Equal Rights Amendment reads:

"Section 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not be

denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on

account of sex.

"Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce,
by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.

"Section 3. The amendment shall take effect two years
after the dated ratification" (Commanders Digest, 1975).

Even without the ERA amendment, Coast Guard Headquarters legal

section can find no legal restrictions against women entering any job

field, except those covered by Section 6015 of 10 USC previously men-

tioned. Coast Guard units are part of the Armed Forces, but not part

of the Department of Defense, and therefore considered "combat units"

only in special circumstances. With this in mind, and the increasing

need for enlistment of intelligent, trainable, and dependable people,

the Coast Guard has embarked on a program of opening all job assignments

and ratings to women in addition to men. Only the ratings of Gunners-

mate (GUI), Firecontrol Technician (FT), and Sonar Technician (ST)

11





(all warfare type rates) still remain restricted (Ruttenmaier, 1977).

Due to the Coast Guard's small size and Headquarters' inability to v/ork

simultaneously on problems arising from integrating all job assignments

themselves, truly open assignment of women to all billets has not yet

begun. Nearly all shore job functions are considered integrated, and

once the shipboard integration program is well underway and major

problem areas addressed, it should not be long before women can expect

assignment to any billet open for their rating.

Women enlistees after July 1977 no longer are exempt from sea duty

and enlist with this knowledge in mind. As earlier enlistees re-en-

list, they too will become eligible for sea duty.

It is the purpose of this thesis to determine what current percep-

tions of problem areas women see in their integration into the service.

It is felt that, if problems are perceived by the women, it does not

matter whether the problems are real or imagined. They must be in

some way addressed at the appropriate management levels to alleviate

whatever by-products these perceived problems may be generating.

Additionally, through distribution of this report, and extracts

from the same, it is hoped that Coast Guard Headquarters may find new

(or re-enforcement for current) information to use to determine person-

nel resource allocation and policy direction. This information may

also be useful for unit commanders and other management level personnel

to gain an insight to and awareness of the overall situation of women

in the Coast Guard and to determine if problems may apply to them

locally.

12





II. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

A. PROCEDURE

A survey was conducted by means of a questionnaire sent to all (575)

women in the Coast Guard as of May 1977 when a computer-generated mail-

sticker listing was provided by Coast Guard Headquarters. The data

gathered was analyzed to determine who had the perceptions reported.

(Overall frequency of a complaint or observation may or may not be

meaningful depending on the question and/or who provided the answer.)

Responses were numerically coded and card punched for computer assimi-

lation and processing. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS) computer package and Naval Postgraduate School IBM-360 computer

system were used to compile the input data cards and provide frequen-

cies of responses, statistical information, graphical representations,

cross-tabulations between desired criteria and scattergram presenta-

tion of the cross-tabulations.

The essay questions were coded by first reading a sample of 50 re-

sponses to determine the types of responses for each question. These

were used to develop a code, and this coding scale was then applied to

all questionnaires. Some interpretation was necessary in evaluation of

the responses to fit them to the scale. This interpretation was made

with the entire content of the questionnaire in mind to determine the

overall feelings of the respondent. If no response seemed to accurate-

ly fit, the response was coded "no response" and notes were taken for

possible quote. All significant amplifying comments were extracted

for use in the thesis body to support data presented.
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A nearly identical questionnaire was sent to a like number of male

Coast Guardsmen. The essay questions were the only modification to

the questionnaire sent to women; the men's questionnaire did not inquire

into areas particular only to the women's perceptions. These question-

naires were sent to the Commanding Officers of all units in the 12th

Coast Guard District, with a cover letter from the District Chief of

Staff. The Commanding Officers were asked to distribute the survey

randomly amongst the crew and officers. As the 12th Coast Guard Dis-

trict has no isolated duty stations, questionnaires were also sent to

four isolated duty stations in the Pacific area.

Both the questionnaires mailed individually to the women, and

those sent out in bulk to the men, included a return envelope so that

responses could remain candid and anonymous.

Cadets at the Coast Guard Academy were not included in this survey

because they were considered to not yet be in the "real" Coast Guard,

and it was felt that to impose upon them another distraction from their

busy academic and training schedule would only contribute to their

harassment.

B. THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire sought to find out the perceptions of the respon-

dent rather than what they thought everyone else considered to be

problems. Emphasis was made in the request for respondents to "indicate

how big a problem you think things are,... rank order problem areas as

you see them... to speak your mind ." The questionnaires sent to the

women and mean are exhibited in Appendixes B and C respectively.

The "problems" mentioned on the questionnaire were generated from

telephone discussions with women Coast Guard Officers at operational

14





units, the Academy, Headquarters, and District Offices. Research per-

sonnel at Coast Guard Headquarters psychological research branch, and

NPRDC San Diego provided some ideas and input. Review of recent NPRDC

technical reports on women in the Navy and women in the Services, as

well as newspaper and magazine articles also provided some subject

areas.

Lastly, personal experience of the author, and speculation by the

author, provided the remaining problem areas to be included. The re-

sponses indicated some problems that women did not consider problems

at all, and suggested some problems that had been omitted.

There was a lack of direct involvement with enlisted women in deter-

mining problems to mention in the questionnaire. It was felt that

their input was largely received through the NPRDC technical reports.

Virtually all USN research has conceived itself solely with enlisted

women. Women officers were considered as either "piggy-back" on the

enlisted women's problems or that their problems were less significant.

The Background Section of the questionnaire was used to determine

where the problem areas exist by seeing who or what rating gives the

response. For example, work assignments might be seen as fair by most

women, but women ET's might feel the assignments are extremely unfair.

This section was also used to determine the validity or credibility

of some responses. For example, if 80% of the responses said a situa-

tion is no problem, it may be shrugged of as no problem. But by cross-

tabulating it against operational experience or ranks, it might be found

to be no problem to office workers or commissioned officers but might

be a significant problem to operational field units or petty officers.

Part I of the questionnaire required a scaling of problem areas to

see at what level women felt the problems mentioned should be dealt with,

15





if at all. It also provided a cross-reference for evaluation of the

essay questions. The questions were designed to cover the areas of:

women's ability to perform in all roles of Coast Guard work; acceptance

of women by co-workers, subordinates and the public; opportunities for

advancement and command; familiarity between sexes; facilities on

ships, boats and aircraft; and morale factors including quartering,

uniforms, social life, and grooming standards.

Part II was a rank ordering of problems. The intent is to provide

data for Headquarters and management personnel in determing the rela-

tive importance of various problems. With this knowledge, hopefully

resource and research efforts may be better allocated.

The first section of Part II addressed servicewide problems for

Headquarters resolution. The second sections were intended to be pri-

marily, but not solely, problems for resolution at local units. The

other rates filled by women at the respondees unit was asked with the

feeling that it would have a usable bearing on evaluation of the

answers in both this section and the essay questions. Unfortunately,

not enough people answered this question so correlation of this data

was less meaningful and, when available, it was religated to a minor

subjective input.

Part III contained open ended essay questions. By not having

simple yes/no answers available, it was hoped the responses would be

in more depth than expressed in a numerical answer. It succeeded in

its intention by drawing out specific examples and amplifications of re-

sponses thereby providing a more subjective basis for understanding and

evaluating the objective responses of the earlier sections of the

questionnaire. And, most importantly, it provided an opportunity for

the respondees to define the "real" problems vice the suggested prob-

lems provided.

16





III. RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

A. SAMPLE PROFILE

Of the 575 questionnaires sent to women, 191 were returned and

2
used for this report. Enlisted responses came from E-2 through E-7

and officer responses from Ensigns (ENS) through Lieutenant (LT).

Eleven ratings were represented. Only one woman was over 30 years of

age and two- thirds of the respondees were unmarried or divorced. All

but one respondee graduated from high school and one-fifth of these

indicated from one to three years of college education. Nearly 30%

of the college graduates indicated schooling ranging up to 24 years

for one woman. Nearly all women entered via direct enlistment or

Officer Candidate School (OCS), and most for a period of four years.

Ninety-eight percent of the respondees have four or less years of ser-

vice; 92% are in their first enlistment. Over half do not intend to

extend past their current obligation, 14% are unsure and 19% indicate

plans to extend indefinitely. Few women are supervisors; 85% super-

vise no other women and less than 5 men. Forty-one percent of the re-

spondees were office workers in a District Office, at Headquarters in

Washington DC, or in Marine Safety Offices. Forty-five percent were

from operational shore units, which included some Marine Safety Offices,

6% were from Air Stations and the remainder were at Training Units.

2r-
Fifty questionnaires were returned undelivered due to incorrect

address; 25 were recruits at the Recruit Training Center Cape May; 6

were non-rated women from Training Center Petal uma; 10 were non-rated
women from various units; and only 9 were petty officers that could
not be located. This yields an adjusted return rate of 36%.

17





There was only one chief petty officer (CPO) respondee. Her an-

swers and opinions were considered with the petty officers for statis-

tical purposes. Ensigns and LTJG's were grouped as junior officers.

The four LT respondees were assigned three in offices and one at an

operational unit. They tended to split their answers to all questions

and often cancel each others opinions.

B. PERFORMANCE ABILITIES

sMost women felt that women's ability to perform in all roles of

Coast Guard work is a self-resolving problem or no problem at all? how-

ever, 20% said it was a yery important problem requiring Headquarters

attention. Their ability was considered less of a problem by petty

officers in offices and shore stations, but considered more important

by those at Air Stations. Officers generally agreed it is not a major

problem. Only five officers felt Headquarters need get involved.

C. WOMEN'S ACCEPTANCE

--"Acceptance of non-rated enlisted women as working equals by co-

workers is not considered a problem at Air Stations or training com-

mands. Petty officers consider it minor to none. Non-rated women at

other operational units, however, were less emphatic and one-third

felt the need for Headquarters involvement.' Twelve percent of their

petty officers agreed. Seamen in office jobs were fairly evenly un-

decided as to the degree of the problem. Junior officers felt strongly

that it is a self-resolving situation.

- When asked about resentment by male co-workers, half of the non-

rated women said it was a minor problem or less. Sixty- three percent

of the petty officers and 73% of the commissioned officers agreed.

18





One-fifth of each rank or rate grouping desired commanding officer (CO)

involvement in overcoming the resentment problem. Women perceive this

resentment as often misdirected toward them rather than "the system".

The chief cause indicated was that the woman was filling a shore billet

causing a male to double rotate to sea. Others felt the problem was

caused primarily by the officers, and to a lesser extent the chief petty

officers, failing to treat the women by rate rather than by sex.

Women were given less harsh discipline, called by their first names,

given easier duty, and treated like sisters or daughters.

- Subordinate's acceptance of women as their supervisors or leaders

is presently perceived as a predominately minor problem that will re-

solve itself with time. Amongst office workers, half of the seamen and

three-fourths of the petty officers rated it as self- resolving. At

operational shore units, where greater direct supervision and leader-

ship takes place, 80% of the petty officers rated the problem as minor.

Indications were that training units had more of a problem than else-

where. It was rare for anyone to consider the problem as nonexistent.

Officers followed a similar trend in their opinions.

Although the operational petty officers mentioned above would indi-

cate differently, with only 15% of the tiny population of women in the

Coast Guard supervising anyone, it may yery well be that this problem

has yet to surface.

Considering all the women as a group, 63% said they "get along fine",

Ten percent said they thought men felt the women received better treat-

ment than the men. Over a quarter of the women indicated the men felt

women should not be in the Coast Guard. Examples of views on the sub-

ordinates' acceptance of women leaders include:

19





a headquarters junior officer:

"I learned the hard way to start out very low key. If I am

perceived as a threat, there is a disproportionate reaction."

a lawyer:

"I get along okay in the office; the problem is when dis-

cussing legal issues with operational people."

an ensign:
"Irrelevant! I'm their boss, not their friend."

The public's acceptance of women in positions where they have nor-

mally dealt with men was considered least important of the acceptance

problems. Eighty-nine percent said that situation need not be addressed

or could use some minor involvement and support of the commanding

officer. No comments were made about dealing with the boating public,

but some references were made to the not altogether pleased attitudes

of commercial fishermen.

a boat station second class petty officer:
"...fishermen are very close-minded; pleasure boaters are

tolerant and marina owners nice. The Northeast is happy
about women's rights; the South is all extremes."

a radioman second class at her second large communications
station:
"The VJest is more open and accepting. Hawaii is in the
stone age when it comes to recognizing women."

D. SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES

The large majority (over 79%) of the women felt their advancement

opponJumiXlzk u/ete tittle, on. no problem (Figure 1). It was widely

acknowledged amongst the enlisted personnel that the service-wide

examination system makes no sexual discrimination, and that technical

skills were available for those who wished to work for them. Only in

ratings that were predominately shipboard or weapons systems oriented

did the women consider themselves at a disadvantage. But in such

"nautical" ratings as boatswains mate or seaman, the women felt they

could compete fairly with men, as many men were at the same no-seatime
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disadvantage as they. However, for continued advancement in shipboard

ratings, they felt academic study alone could not prepare them enough

to successfully compete, and shipboard experience was necessary. Many

commented that making sea duty available diminished what little problem

remained.

There were 5% of the operational unit petty officers who felt head-

quarters should become involved with the problem; however review of

each of their questionnaires revealed local problems with their command-

ing officer or a supervisor whom they perceived as intentionally
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underrating them to harm their advancement opportunities. One woman ac-

knowledged "...but then I don't deserve it..." but another stated "...

the CO told me no women will advance at his unit, and all three of us

were not recommended...".

Overall, there were 3% who felt they were better off than the men.

Their comments suggested the desire of higher management to insure the

women succeeded, and the possible leniency of evaluators due to a pater-

nalistic attitude toward the women.

Thirteen percent felt they were worse off than the men. This in-

cluded nearly 30% of the junior officers and all four LT's. They all

considered themselves in "rates" that required sea duty for a "normal"

career pattern, and, that even with the shipboard integration program,

they have passed or will soon reach career time-frames without adequate

sea time to insure career opportunities equal to those of male officers.

Similarly, the women officers rates their opportunities for a command

or officer-in-charge position a more serious problem than did junior

enlisted women.

E. CAREER TREATMENT

When asked if their supervisors treat them as career oriented or tem-

porary help, two- thirds of the women indicated they were treated as career

personnel even though they did not intend to continue service past their

current obligation. They had been given this impression by encourage-

ment to complete advancement correspondence courses, and to apply for

schools and other training. An ensign at a Marine Safety Office (MSO)

felt encouraged to become a career officer because her commanding officer

included her in discussions for important decisions.





Onz-iou/uth oi the. women i> aid thuj we/ie t/icattd ai> tzmpohjcuiy help

although thzy wesiz caAzeA otvlnntzd. A few said this treatment, normally

lead by the commanding officer's displeasure with having women in his

organization, caused bitter feelings and would result in the "hard"

women sticking it out, and many others giving up and not re-enlisting or

extending their commissioned contracts.

F. WORK ASSIGNMENTS

Two-thirds of the women feel they receive fair treatment in work

assignments as compared to men in the same billet level. Nine percent

said they receive better treatment with less demanding jobs and selection

for occasional special details, allegedly so the supervisors can show

everyone else their "token" female Coast Guardsman. Some of these women

indicate they enjoy and take full advantage of the special treatment

they receive, but most did not like it as it caused resentment from their

male co-workers. An example of this tension is seen in the remark of:

a band member:

"The v/orkload is slightly unfair (loading details, etc.)
and impractical formal uniforms (tight, long skirts)
prevent the girls from doing our fair share."

Six percent of the respondees said they must prove themselves more

than did their male contemporaries. This problem was most often per-

ceived by officers and enlisted women entering "non-traditional" rates.

an ensign:
"Male seniors give me more work to make sure that they
aren't treating women special."

Another 18% tndicatzd won.i>z tA2.atmz.nt -in i/oonk a6A4.gnmo.nti> than mal2j>,

and their examples centered around prejudicial supervisors or commanding

officers who felt women did not belong in the Coast Guard, a particular

rating, or at a particular duty assignment.
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an officer:
"It seems like a disporportionate number of billets filled

by women are in district offices - even as a percentage of

OCS grads."

an officer:
"In two years I'm the only attorney in the office who hasn't
been offered a trip."

a senior petty officer on two years extended active duty
from the reserves:
"I'm single with two kids to support and cannot get regular
active duty. A single man in similar circumstances had no

problem."

an ET:

"My shop chief doesn't like the idea of women in the ET rate
and has told me so behind closed doors. I have been threat-
ened and lies have been passed up to those in authority.
My supervisors have tried to get rid of me by transfer under
false pretenses. On several occasions I was given all of
the work in the shop to do, and the chief then granted liber-
ty to everyone with nothing to do. One day I was sent out
alone in -10 F weather on a repair trip to a station 200

miles away for a job that would take several hours of over-
time to complete. Two men are nearly always sent even in

good weather. The work was heavy and outside. The return
drive took 4% hours due to heavy snow. I returned to find
out liberty for the shop had been granted after I left, and
I had the duty the next morning. After over a year of this

harassment (I was the only woman at the station) my discri-
mination complaints had met only indifference and no inves-
tigations other than asking my chief questions he could lie
to. I finally sought medical attention for jangled nerves
and only then was my problem taken seriously by officers."

Seamen rated the problem of fair assignments fairly evenly as a

medium to high priority (2nd, 3rd, 4th or 5th) out of ten problems sug-

gested for ranking as problems existing at their present duty station.

The priority diminished as rank increased - petty officers rated it

medium; junior officers medium to low; and LT's generally as low pri-

ority.

G. INTER-RANK RELATIONSHIPS

When asked what kind of treatment is received from male and female

officers, nearly a third of the women said they had not had contact
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with women officers in the Coast Guard. A quarter of these, or nearly

8% overall, said they received poorer treatment from male officers.

But 24% of all women who did have contact with women officers stated

they received better treatment from male officers. As a statistic, the

fact would seem to be predictable that males will give women better

(protective?/lenient?/brotherly?) treatment than would other females.

The amplifying comments did not offer the expected reasons:

a petty officer:
"The two women officers we have are opposites. One is

stripe struck - the older is outgoing and pleasant to

everyone, competent, and in-charge."

a petty officer:
"The female officers think they are much better than the
enlisteds. Male officers simply act as if they are the
leaders more than boss and they apply this to all

enlisteds, not just women."

a seaman:
"Every female officer I have met has treated me like a

piece of XXXX. They think they are yery superior."

a YN3:

"Women tend to be distant."

a YN2:

"Female officers have always been nit-picky, back-stabbing
bitches!! Even to each other."

YN from Headquarters:
"Male officers treat females nicer than they do the men...
female officers tend to be offensive (haughty)."

a seaman:
"Male officers - some try things and resent the turn down
but others are OK. Female officers - most treat you fairly
but think they are the greatest. This will hurt women
being accepted."

a YN3:

"Female officers tend to be defensive and hyper about their
position."

a petty officer:
"Women officers resent another female's presence and
usually life is miserable."
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a YN3:

"Female officers are the worst Coast Guardsmen of any kind.

They're too anxious to prove themselves above it all."

an air station enlisted:
"Female officers have attitude problem - 'I've made it, so

I'm better'."

a petty officer from headquarters, a district, and an

operational unit:

"Most I've seen are afraid of playing favorites so they go

to the other extreme."

a petty officer:
"I've only met one worth the rank she held - therefore I

respected her."

a petty officer:
"I get called by my first name by both men and women officers.
I don't like that because they don't call the other enlisteds
in the office by their first name."

a headquarters YN:

"I have only been around one female officer so far, and all

she ever did was go around picking on females for one reason
or the other trying to make points with her superior."

a BM3:

"I wish they (women officers) had the power to give more
support for women than they can now. They can't answer a

lot of my questions - I guess I expected more from them."

Two YN2's from different type units saw things differently:
"Female officers have been 'motherly' mostly because CO's
have promoted that type of relationship."

- "Female officers are often pushed into a mothering role

('keep your girls in line') and this causes resentment among
enlisted women who take the 'I'm not a child' stand. Also
I consider it disrespectful for male officers if they don't
care enough to do their job without going through our 'mother

1

.

Women officers saw the situation quite differently:

a LT:

"Women are notably, and without exception, friendlier -

we're all in this together."

an ENS:

"Female officers are secretive, close, understanding..."

a LTJG:

"Female officers give a more careful initial scrutiny."
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an officer at headquarters:
"...the dividing line is at CDR. Above LCDR I'm treated as

a sister, daughter, or nuisance."

a LTJG:

"There are no other women officers at my unit but when they

are around, we share a close comaraderie because there are

so few of us."

an ENS:

"The women officers tend to be a little more friendly and
first name basis because there are so few women here and

sometimes you need another girl or two to talk to."

from a large Group command:

"The XO is fair and tries hard to have everything equal,

but the CO won't even talk to the women he's so against
women in the Coast Guard."

an ENS:

"Irrelevant! I'm their boss, not their friendl"

one enlisted women said of both sexes:
"Most officers are snobbish, ego happy fools. Boot ensigns
are worse."

one petty officer described her treatment by officers as:

"yery good - I handle their pay".

To the questions on familiarity between officers and enlisted, it

was considered no problem between female officers and female enlisted.

Male officers, however, need greater guidance and involvement by the

commanding officers to keep the problem a minor one. First name usage

by officers to enlisted women only caused resentment within the enlisted

ranks. Women officers claimed there was no problem of familiarity

between male enlisted and female officers; the female enlisted were

less sure but still rated the problem as minor.

H. UNIFORMS AND EXCHANGE ITEMS

The subject of uniforms proved to be a high priority problem. Of

the ten problems offered for ranking in Part I IB of the questionnaire,

% said getting uniform items was the top priority. Fifty-six percent
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included uniforms in the top three priorities and another 39% considered

it a medium priority. Sixty-four percent of the respondees felt it was

a serious problem that headquarters should be trying to resolve and

half of these rated it as yery important. Eighty and four- tenths percent

m2.nZi0n.iLd. u.yitQOA.mi> oft. unifioftm iX.<im£> in tkeMt ftzAponAd to i£zmi> needed

In the unit exchange. (Figure 2). The shortage of women's uniforms has

been recognized by Coast Guard headquarters who have indicated "Plenty

of uniforms were ordered; however, unexpected demand... has exhausted

these stocks..." and phase out dates for the old Navy equivalent uniforms

have been extended (Commandant's Bulletin 10/17/77).

On 23 September 1977, Coast Guard headquarters issued a message

notice on supplementary clothing monetary allowance to aid in shifting

to the new blue uniform required by 1 July 1978. Women were given a

smaller allowance as they were only paid for three shirts vice the male's

four. Both received allowance for two pair of slacks (CMDT COGARD msg

232008Z SEP 77). The question arose as to why men get more shirts than

the women doing the same jobs.

The more senior the respondee, the greater was considered the prob-

lem of differences in uniforms, and their storage and cleaning needs,

between those required for men and those required for women. Seventeen

percent of the women wanted headquarters to address the problem. Seamen

and petty officers at operational units found the problem more serious

than other enlisteds because they found their required uniforms less

practical than the men's particularly as regards footwear. Inability

to locate proper working shoes caused the expensive and often unsafe con-

dition of working on the waterfront and boats in heeled dress shoes.

One boat station apparently requires safety boots on its crewmen causing
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the unsafe situation of women wearing ill -fitting shoes on an unstable

work platform ("we buy what's available whether it fits or not"). Other

boat stations wear tennis shoes or deck shoes on the boats because the

public does not want hard sole shoes on their fiberglas boats. Tennis

shoes are readily available for women and were seen as no problem.

In addition to uniform items, one fourth of the women mentioned a

need for toiletries in their unit exchanges. Many women acknowledged

their small population relative to the exchange patronage and agreed

many items would be impractical to stock. However efforts had been made

in some exchanges but without solicitation of brand preferences or types

of items. Ten percent felt their exchange should carry some women's
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clothing items but made no effort to do so. Seven percent said their

exchange was well stocked.

I. LIVING FACILITIES

The problems of changing existing units to accommodate women as

part of their crew compliment ran the range from "no changes needed -

this place was built with women in mind" to "recommendations for total

rebuilding of the unit". Adaptation of many units can or has been made

by unit commanders and costs could be low. The problems seem to be

more uniquely enlisted, as women officers rarely rated the problems

higher than yery minor. Over half the respondees rated the need for

changes at their existing units as none (this was before assignment to

ships) (Figure 3). Thirty-eight and six-tenths percent said major

changes, defined as a minimum of needing to construct a new bathroom

facility, were required. Many of the major changes were not just to

accommodate women but to also upgrade the living facilities for every-

one.

for example:
"The only objection I have at all about anything is the
slum hole of a barracks we live in. Most of the enlisteds
living here feel the same. Other services have it so much
better. And you never really get to 'quit' at the end of
the day 'cause you still hear everyone around,' the PA
system waking you up to say 'TAPS' and other inane announce-
ments, and everybody knows when you flush or anything. If

the living conditions aren't improved, I'll never re-up.
And several men here feel the same."

Many of the problems could be resolved locally with minor modifica-

tions, and many have. Simple changes such as flip-over signs on bath-

room doors, door locks, door on shower room and duty officer's bunk

room, and rules for using facilities and barracks conduct were often

mentioned.
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Compliants about non-compliance or support of commanding officers

were also common:

a petty officer:
"It seems difficult for the officers to accept the suggestions
of changing the heads to men and women vice officer and en-
listed. They seem to care more about their status than the
efficiencies of the unacceptable alternative of us going back
to the barracks to pee."

an office petty officer:
"All we've asked for is a small locker, even a 1' x

store our hat, purse and other things not wanted at
A 6-pack of 1' x 3' lockers would fit in the head.
CO doesn't care."

T.
our
But

to

desks.
the

a radioman:
"The base doesn't feel responsible for supplying quarters to
women. Base barracks space is for men only. It's a yery
small town and there really isn't any place to live off base.
They shouldn't send single women here."
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a petty officer:

"There is an unused room that could easily be made into

female berthing but the XO said no but won't say why.

I've asked for morefemales at the base but the XO said

he won't ask."

a seaman:
"The CO could have the leaking plumbing fixed and patch

the holes in walls and ceiling. Get rid of the cock-

roaches. Let us paint the place ourselves. These type

little things would help morale hold up 'til new barracks

is built."

a petty officer:
"Women use the visitor's head at the air station. It

makes us feel like a temporary 'visitor'. Why not change

the sign to 'women'. Also we need some small lockers."

a band member:
"Superiors have given thought and we have good homebase
facilities, but when traveling the women are given either
preferential or no consideration at all."

a BM:

"CO would have to treat his crew as adults not children.

He has the women living ashore in an area that is un-

affordable and without public transportation."

a petty officer:
"The barracks is falling down and the CO won't let us have

any toiletries out that won't fit in the cabinet. If

women are supposed to get by with shave cream, a razor,

and deodorant, there'll be a lot of UGLY v/omen around.
What's wrong with a box or cabinet under the sink?"

a petty officer:
"Somebody should have considered the living facilities
problem before they sent three of us here. Other bases
with suitable or correctable facilities don't have anyone
'cause those CO's didn't want any girls at their commands.
My CO believes in us, supports equal opportunity and

fights reverse discrimination too, and after several

months of trying to get us facilities he's trying to get
us all sent to different units. I think he thinks he

failed us, but it's the CO's of the commands with facili-
ties that failed us. Those guys should be kicked out on

their can for failing to do their appointed duties as an

officer and CO."

a petty officer married to another petty officer:
"They've got a deal with us - neither of us brought an

unproductive spouse with us and all the additional costs
associated with such a transfer. So we shouldn't have
to pay $40 more for a house than an E-4 married to a
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civilian has to pay. If I quit, they'd have to send

another family to replace me. So why dock us an amount

that is petty to the CG but needed by we junior
enlisteds."

As expected, the issue of having a barracks at all was raised:

a YN1:

"Build small housekeeping units. SA's married rate better
quarters than unmarried first-class petty officers."

a seaman:
"Eliminate all barracks! Build apartment buildings and

rent the space back at BAQ rates. Take a security deposit
and apply it against property damage. Bug out of people's
private lives!"

Women had not yet been assigned to ships at the time of this survey,

so their perceptions of shipboard facilities problems were speculative.

Over half of the non-rated women felt shipboard facilities were a serious

problem for headquarters to work on. Office workers of all ranks and

rates felt it was more serious a problem than did those women at opera-

tional units, who were probably more familiar with vessels than the

office workers. Air station women collectively felt it was a much more

serious problem than did any other group.

The degree of problem of facilities for women aboard small boats was

divided evenly from no problem to yery important, and had no trends when

analyzed by ranks or operational experience.

Aircraft facilities was a problem evenly split by aviation women as

either no problem or a headquarters problem. This may have been related

to type of aircraft with which the women were involved, but there was no

indication given. A corpsman stated that a curtain had been placed in

her unit's helicopters so women can use the relief tube. Although less

women offered opinions on this question, of those that did the office

workers again considered the problem more serious than those at air sta-

tions or operational shore stations.
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As headquarters, district offices, and many marine safety offices

are located in public buildings, and personnel assigned stand little

overnight duty, watchstander berthing was considered little or no prob-

lem by seamen and officers at these units. However, a fourth of the

petty officers from all types of units indicated that to them the prob-

lem was more severe and needed attention of the commanding officers,

and 10% felt that only headquarters could fill the need for a more

acceptable situation. Non-rated enlisted women at operational units

agreed; operational officers continued to consider watchstander berth-

ing no problem. An HM2 offered the suggestion:

"...meeting with CO's to determine what a particular
unit's 'female' capability might/should be, rather than
trial and error. It is possible to overload a particu-
lar base's facilities (in total or by shop) with just
a few women. Another base may be completely different.
The combined results of these interviews should be used
in planning physical changes and personnel assignments."

Although few people mentioned it, (2.8%), a nzzd zxaa£& ion. pnov-ld-

amq AposrfA on. oth&i cut'iil&tic opponXucruXioM ion. womm. Acknowledgement

was made to recent changes in the gymnasium at headquarters, but another

3.4% requested alterations to the gymnasium at their units also. The

feeling was expressed that if the Coast Guard wants physically fit mem-

bers, the facilities to encourage fitness must be made available. The

traditional on-base sports of softball, basketball and sandlot football

can, with the command's support, be altered to include volleyball and

badminton and with some district and headquarters funding could provide

tennis and racquet ball courts as well.

J. ROLES FOR WOMEN

The question was asked if the women though the Coast Guard is moving

as fast as it can, considering the bureaucratic system, to open all job
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opportunities to women. Sixty-nine percent said the Coast Guard was mov-

ing at a good pace, including 10% who said the Coast Guard was doing

better than most institutions and agencies.

a YN2 from a boat station:

"I feel the CG is most open-minded about job opportunities

and is moving faster than I expected. I feel that both

males and females should always keep in mind bodily differ-

ences and learn to compromise."

Some 4.5% felt that the opening of some rates and billet assignments was

happening too fast for proper control and monitoring of the integration

and problems that rise. A fourth of the women felt opportunities were

not opening fast enough. There was strong interest indicated in the

quartermaster rate, possibly because it is a seagoing "clean" job in a

non-traditional rate. Interest was also expressed in recruiter positions

A YN1 suggested:

"It would be beneficial for headquarters to have a conference
with both officer and enlisted that have stayed around awhile.
The good first-termers are still getting out, and only with a

face-to-face seminar will the staffies really find out why
and what women think."

Some 78% of the women responding to the survey felt there were no

roles in the Coast Guard that women could not or should not be allowed

to fill. Twelve percent of the remainder cited physical strength as

the primary reason women should not be allowed in certain jobs or rates;

3% specified engineering rates. Two and a half percent of the women

suggested that minimum physical standards be made part of the practical

factors for all rates, and that these standards would be set by indi-

vidual rates and should apply to both sexes. This would screen out

those not physically able to handle the strength requirements of a par-

ticular rating but would allow in those who are able.

Fifty-nine percent of the women said that all women should go to sea

with equal status and opportunities as the men (Figure 4).
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a BM2:

"I would have still joined if I knew I would be
sea, and I would go now. I think it makes more
stations available to the men who want them and
with the under-current of resentment toward the
the men concerning sea-duty."

going to

shore
does away
women by

an RM3: "I think everyone in the CG ought to spend at

least one year of their enlistment aboard ship. Being
in the Coast Guard and never serving on a ship is leading
the band and not knowing music - you have to have been
there first to do your job right at the other end."
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Fifteen and four- tenths percent 6cu,d tke.y would not nave, jotmd li

tkzy knew tkzy miz 6ubj'z.ct to on.d<MA. to 6ia. Most of these have indi-

cated they will not re-enlist because of the current requirement.

a seaman:
"Yes, I would go on an icebreaker cruise - if I was single
and loose. But I'm not loose."

a YN2:

"I would not have joined. I know ten girls who volunteered
for sea duty and they said they wanted to go to keep the men
occupied during long sea cruises. One girl told me she's
going to make a fortune on the Morgantheau. If push came to

shove, I'd ask for a loran station instead of sea duty."

a seaman:
"I don't believe sea duty is feasible unless it's an all

female ship. Unfortunately, sexual misconduct for profit
is inevitable. . .sea duty is ridiculous."

Many women wanted exceptions to the requirement for sea duty. Four

and three-tenths percent mentioned exceptions for women with children,

except on a voluntary basis and/or if a husband is available to care

for the children. Another 4.3% said only single women should go to sea,

that it was unfair for a husband to worry about his wife at sea. A

petty officer married to a Coast Guardsman commented:

"You know they'd never let you sleep together if you both
went to sea together. ..what husband wants his wife at sea
with all of those guys."

K. MATERNITY LEAVE

Women bring to the Coast Guard a unique problem of requiring some

amount of time away from the job when bearing children. The pregnancy

issue has been used by business and industry as grounds to discriminate

against hiring or promoting women into any but temporary positions. The

Coast Guard has adopted an equal rights posture that now requires it to

find a realistic solution to career interruption for motherhood.
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The Coast Guard's current policy requires retainment of the service-

woman in accordance with their obligations unless they request separa-

tion prior to childbirth. Discharge from the service after delivery of

the child must follow hardship discharge procedures. Women may be placed

on a limited duty status and granted sick leave not to exceed a cumula-

tive total of 30 days for the entire prenatal/postnatal period (COMMAN-

DANT INSTRUCTION 1900.5B). Thirty-four percent of the survey respondees

were in agreement with this policy.

The question was not specifically asked as to which respondees had

children and who did not. But the answers indicate a much less optimis-

tic and more philosophical response from those who have already had

children. Of those who said to "work to the end and return to work in

two or three weeks", none indicated that they had experienced pregnancy

or childbirth. Over 25% gave responses best defined as "work until un-

able and return to work when able". Many of these women acknowledged

great differences in women and stated that some may work until the last

day while others would become incapable of doing their job properly

several weeks before delivery.

a mother of two with two children born while she was on

active duty:

"I worked up to the day I gave birth with each child and
returned six weeks later... it was ideal for me. No
mother can leave her baby until it's at least three weeks
old."

a mother:
"I worked 'til day before... had a C-section and then 30
days leave.. .would have preferred leave-of-absence. I

feel I'm cheating my baby but I have to stay in to keep
a career status."

not a mother:
"Career women should not have children."

mother of two:

"...need 6-8 weeks of maternity leave."
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a YN3, not a mother:
"Work until delivery day then take a couple of days leave to

get things settled. Regular leave is enough."

Forty percent o£ the, worrum ^oJLt a. Zzavz-o^-ab^znce, on. oppontunity to

go -inactive. fioAinvz wouZd be a beXteA poticy. A leave-of-absence would

freeze their career and seniority whereas religation to the Reserves

would enable same pay and advancement.

a seaman:
"I am presently pregnant and will have to take a discharge,

but I believe a liberal open-minded attitude would keep many
good women in the service after childbirth. A child needs

its mother more than 2-3 weeks. Nursing and working are

incompatible. We need a leave-of-absence or nursery arrange-
ments at the station."

a pregnant petty officer:
"The Coast Guard needs to provide some sort of sitting service
if both members are working. At current local rates, I would
be turning over more than my paycheck to a sitter so who can

afford that?"

an Ensign:
"...the ones that will stay in will be the tough ones, cold
and callous toward family and people, and they will be the

more belligerent one toward men. Is that the kind of women
they want for careers?"

not a mother:
"I feel financial assistance should be offered for day care
and/or nursery services."

an RM3:

"I'd like to plan a child for re-enlistment time, re-up, then

go 2 years reserve, then reactivate regular."

a YN3:

"I feel ^ery strongly about this. I just had my first child.
I took 2 weeks sick leave before, and 4 weeks after, delivery.
I missed one day's work during the pregnancy and was never
late once. My command would not advance me to petty officer
until I had been back to work six weeks. This was a slap in

the face. At the same time there was a male on eight weeks
alcohol rehabilitation and his promotion was waiting for him
when he returned. Is this fair?"

a senior petty officer and a mother:
"I feel an allotted time, say 8-12 months could be granted to
women, but it should not be counted as service time or leave.
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During the first few months after birth a baby/mother rela-

tionship is unlike anything that a man and a baby can have.

The mother has carried the baby 9 months and for it to de-

velop to be warm and affectionate it needs to be held a lot

and feel its mother's love. Any good mother has to realize

this and set her career temporarily aside and be a mother
only for awhile. Then, as the child becomes less demanding,

and the mother's needs become more equal, the Coast Guard
should have a provision allowing the mother to resume her
career where she left off."

A third of the women said that men do not rate anything special

regarding leave-of-absence or special leave when their wives give

birth.

a BM3:

"...none of the good or bad deals."

several people:
"If men get pregnant, they can have the same rights."

• a YN2:

"Men already have 'leave-of-absence' rights - for drug rehab,
etc. which cost the Coast Guard enough already. Granting
women leave-of-absence for having families is a small percent-
age compared to the other 'absence programs' already in use."

Twenty-five percent said men should have leave-of-absence rights

if the women do, just to keep things equal. Over 40% of the women said

only that men should rate special consideration for leave. Typical

responses:

"Men rate the opportunity for leave around birth of their
children because military people don't often have the
'luxury' of in-laws close by to help out."

"It's frightening and lonely in the labor and delivery
rooms. A woman needs someone, and involvement of the
father at these times makes him a more interested and
caring father and gives him a once-in-a-lifetime experience
that helps knit a tighter family unit. And today's society
needs stronger family units."

L. DISCIPLINE

Rated as the third highest of the ten problems suggested, differ-

ences in discipline elicited numerous examples and comments concerning
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the situation. Half of the respondees said they saw no differences be-

tween disciplinary actions given to men compared to women, but many also

said that women do not get into trouble like their male counterparts.

Seamen considered the discipline differences most significant at training

commands. Sixty-six percent of these seamen rated the problem as a high

priority one. Petty officers there rated it the reverse. Women from

operational units rated the problem as being of medium priority, air sta-

tions strongly considered it low priority. Officers perceived the prob-

lem of discipline differences as high priority except at training units

where they, too, considered it little problem.

A fourth of the respondees felt women get more leeway than do the

men (Figure 5). Hair and grooming standards rose as a major issue and

example in the discussions. Eighty-two percent considered grooming a

local problem. Non-rated women were not particularly concerned, and of

the enlisted, petty officers of the 25 to 30 year age group were the

only ones who felt strongly that headquarters need involve itself (Fig-

ure 6). Forty percent of the petty officers wanted headquarters to

address the problem. Officers felt it was a slightly more significant

problem than did the enlisted women.

Most of the leniency described related to a lack of enforcement of

the uniform and grooming standards for women by the supervisors, nearly

all of whom are males.

a seaman:
"Officers don't know the grooming standards for women,
so we don't get booked."

a petty officer:
"Women get away with uniform discrepancies mostly because
of ignorance on supervisors' part and their lack of interest
in finding out what's right or wrong."
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a YN2:

"Women are less of a discipline problem because the higher
entrance requirements than men's bring in more mature,
better educated, and less childish type people. If we re-

cruited 16 year old girls, we'd have the same problems you
see with your 17-19 year old men."

a LTJG:

"Men are generally remiss in correcting women... bad for
both sides, undermining his authority, depriving her of
chances for improvement and guidance, and generating dis-
content among the male co-workers."
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a YN1:

"Men refer the discipline problems to me 'give her some

guidance 1 rather than do their own dirty work."

a LT:

"I must say, I don't know of any Masts held on a woman,

and I'm in a position to know about all masts in this

District."

a headquarters YN:

"There is a very real difference which stems from the fact

women at headquarters are not taken seriously by the

seniors. If the female YN2 in the office screws up (and

she has) she does not get nearly the discipline the male
YN2's do."

a district office ENS:

"The male officers seem to think I'm the only one who
should keep the women's uniforms/hair/etc within regula-
tions. They think I should police the halls or something.

at an operational unit:
"At first it was more lenient, but we've settled in now
and it's equal

."

a petty officer:
"A few women use sexual favors to key officers or chiefs
to get better treatment. The men recognize this and it

builds hate."

a BM3:

"Women here get the same discipline, but in nicer words."

Thirteen and a half percent of the women felt discipline was more

harsh for women than for men.

an HM3:

"Women get stricter discipline than a man because it is

thought we shouldn't do any wrong, whereas men get warnings,
warnings, warnings..."

an RM:

"A woman here was booked for AWOL even after calling in

early about her sick babies. A man 'stayed home' due to

illness in the family. They didn't want to book the man
so they dropped the charges on the woman too."

an ENS:

"A senior officer will often be less lenient with a woman
in order to overcome the tendency to be too easy on them."

a boat station BM3:

"Women are punished more severely so that it will be made
known that there are no special favors given to women."
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an office-bound YN:

"When a girl accuses a man of sexual misconduct, lewd

behavior, foul language, etc., I feel the supervisors
try to belittle the girl and upgrade the man. The girl

is then subjected to harassment after the complaint,

and many have requested transfers."

M. DISTRACTION FACTORS

When asked what kind of distraction problems they have had working

surrounded by men, 61% of the women said none. The problem seemed less

severe in places like headquarters and some district offices due to the

numerous civilian women employees that made a woman in the area less of

a novelty. Nearly a fifth of the women said that ^ouZ language, and

cAude. jokzA LU2A2. tho. tlnglz gnojatzAt dli>fyw.ojton. (Figure 7). Most said

they tried to tune out the conversations but it was difficult and annoy-

ing. Several acknowledged temporary success with a curt "clean up /our

act" remark.

a seaman:
"The men are used to being on a ship and their language
gets quite vulgar sometimes. But I can see that some of

them are trying to restrain themselves."

Thirteen percent said that flirting was their greatest distraction.

Apparently this wears off as the novelty of having a woman around

diminishes. Four percent said they found they were distracted more

often by men stopping to talk on the days when they wore skirts or

dressed more feminine than on days when they v/ore slacks or dungarees.

Other comments:

a LTJG:
"Too much press coverage given to me because I'm a woman
at a Group office, rather than to my troops who are doing
the Coast Guard's work. They'd rather talk to me about
what a rescue or station did than they would talk to the
boat crew that made the rescue."

a HM:

"The worst is B.O."
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Nearly half of the women felt they were not a distraction to the

men. Another fourth said they were a distraction simply from the

novelty of being a woman in an almost exclusively male environment.

Most felt the novelty would wear off as they became more known and

accepted, and as more women are integrated 'into the service.
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The most common means of discouraging distraction was described as

maintaining a businesslike and professional demeanor during working

hours, and socializing only during coffee breaks and when the work was

all caught up. Several people mentioned that this has earned them

higher marks, greater on-the-job training proficiency, and faster pro-

motions than many of their male contemporaries.

a petty officer:
"I let them know right off that I'm in the Guard to get

paid, not laid. It cools them down okay."

a petty officer:
"No distraction. I work with my husband. I have never
had any of the problems that the single girls encounter."

a petty officer:
"I do get a bit emotional once in a while, but I'm con-

sidered a good operator. I have been a distraction when
I cry. My problem is taking everything so seriously that
I become emotionally moved whenever things start going
bad or super good."

a BM2:

"I was a big distraction at first because I was the first
woman at this station and worse yet I was going for boat-
swain mate. They're used to me now. I've seen some women
wear their uniform in such a way that it caused great
distraction - tight fitting, no bras, low buttoned shirts."

a LT:

"I do feel it's important to wear the right size uniform."

Only a few women admitted to intentionally making efforts to dis-

tract the men from their work. Overall, the problem of distraction

was considered the least of the ten problems proposed in Part I IB of

the questionnaire. Officer workers and officers felt the problem was

slightly more important than the general consensus.

N. SOCIAL LIFE

Although several people disagreed with considering the impact join-

ing the service upon women's social life as a problem for discussion,
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the general responses indicated it is perceived as a serious problem

with repercussions affecting not only morale but re-enlistments and

mental health as well. Thirty percent said their social life was worse

than before joining the Coast Guard; 10% said their work practically

prohibited any social life at all and would probably not remain in the

service because of it (Figure 8). \KajviLzd women did not note the

problem much. leM Aigni&tcant than did single, women.

a YN3:

"Service life has hurt my social life because supposedly
women in the military hop into bed with anyone who asks.
And I don't."

a married petty officer:
"My husband and I are both in the Coast Guard and stand-
ing separate duty; therefore, our social life is non-
existent."

an RM3: "It doesn't make me feel especially good when I

get asked out so much because there are so few single
girls here; there's just not really anybody else for them
to go out with. All you have to do is have two legs and
wear panty hose and they'll ask you out."

The greatest social-life problem was not considered to be the tradi-

tional male- female social life situation, bat the, lack 0^ avatlabUJXij

ofi otkcx. female fasvlcndi. Besides the isolation of scattering the few

Coast Guard women so thinly through the ranks, as they move up in pay

grade they find themselves even further isolated (Durning, 1977). When

LT K. C. Hollemon, USCG interviewed women of several services for an

article "What Shall We Do with the Female Coastie?" that appeared in

the January 1975 issue of the CoaAt Gucuid Academy Alumni Bulletin , he

discovered a major difference in integration of the women by the Army

and Navy. The Army integrated a unit with at least a platoon of women,

and the novelty quickly wore off and the unit resumed a normal posture;

the Navy integrated with only one or two women and they remained a
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continuity novelty and the women were lonely and unhappy. Comments of

the women surveyed here seem to confirm the latter feelings:

an RM2:

"There are only two other women assigned here and we all

work in different sections. I have no women friends or
anyone to relate to."

a LTJG:

"I can't really socialize with the few enlisted women here
so I find I have ^/ery few female friends."

a BM3:

"I haven't been around other women in so long that I feel
a little uncomfortable when I do meet them. I feel lonely
sometimes for conversations with another woman."

an RM3:
"I don't get to talk much to members of my own sex anymore.
It sounds funny, but there are just some things (like
clothes and make-up) that you can't talk to guys about.
And you just can't take a guy 'bra shopping' with you. It

makes it a little hard and lonely sometimes, too."
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an SK3:

"The only change this place needs is at least a couple more
women here (besides the officers) so we can at least choose
a roommate."

a YN:

"I'm so alone. I can't openly date anyone at the station
because it causes problems and hard feelings. There's a

couple of guys I could call my 'brother' but there's no one
I can call a 'sister'. Sometimes you want to talk to
another female so badly you could just cry."

a seaman:
"There should never be only one female at a unit. She's
lonely. Any treatment she gets, be it good or bad, will be
considered 'special ' by the men."

a BM2:

"I have to keep my social relationship and duty relationships
separate. As a supervisor, it is hard to discipline or give
orders to a friend. I never would have thought making
secondclass and becoming a supervisor would limit me socially
the way it has."

a YN2 at a marine safety office:
"The simplest change to ease all problems would be to send
another woman."

Forty percent said their social life was unchanged or that they

could not tell if there was any differences in their social life between

before and after joining the service. Twenty-six percent said their

social life had greatly improved. These later respondees, and those

discussed earlier who perceived the social life problem as serious,

were nearly all under age 25. Few were from a training unit; however,

perhaps there is less free time to socialize at a training unit.

0. REASONS FOR ENTRY INTO COAST GUARD

Asking "why did you enter the Coast Guard?" is a simple question

but one whose answers, when given in free form, can be difficult to

categorize. Many respondees gave several answers, and many gave only

one and elaborated on it extensively. Coding to a single "most likely"
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answer required some degree of free interpretation. Nearly half of the

women replied with some combination best interpreted as "for the job,

education, money, and type of service the Coast Guard provides". The

responses are similar to those determined by the US Navy a decade ago

when the main conscious motivation for entering the Navy was for self

improvement (Thomas, 1977).

A breakdown into "primary" reasons, often based on information given

or implied in answers to other parts of the questionnaire, gives: 23.4%

joined for the job security and money; 21% because of the humanitarian

aspect of Coast Guard service or for patriotic reasons; 18% for the

educational benefits available through the GI Bill and/or for training

received through service schools or for on-the-job experience in apply-

ing skills such as law or marine sciences; 11.2% because they had nothing

better to do and either wanted to try life "on their own" or to escape

from their personal life and situations at home; 10.2% to travel to

places and meet people they would not otherv/ise be able to see; 9% to

provide themselves time and a place to "grow up" or "mature" or "develop

into a more world-wise adult"; 4.2% specifically stated they wanted to

escape the sex discrimination of the job market in the private economic

sector; and 3% joined with the sole aspiration of going to sea (Figure 9).

a boat station seaman:
"I joined to grow up and better myself. The potential is

there for everyone but the men are mostly slackers and try
to drag me down to their level and work against me because
I don't act like 'one of the guys'."

an officer:
"...to help me in my major in marine biology; however I was
sidetracked and now am majoring in motherhood (which I love).
Now, if I could get a leave-of-absence. .."

a seaman:
"I joined because an advertisement said I was needed and I

would count. I can understand kitchen and janitorial duties
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on ships, but it's not a job that needs shoreside practice
or a billet to rotate to from ships. Why don't we contract
out to civilians the menial tasks ashore like the Army and
Air Force. At least at larger units. Shore duty should be
for 'real' work, training and improving people, not for
making them mad and bitter."
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P. WIVES OF SERVICEMEN

The problem of pressures on males from their wives concerning work-

ing with a woman was not considered a very serious problem by the women.

Those single women working in offices, where civilian women have been

commonplace, considered the problem more serious than those at opera-

tional units. Just under half of the single enlisted women and over

half of the single officers in office jobs felt the problem would need

headquarters attention. Although not specified, an assumption can be

made that they were thinking not of their current billet but the future

problem of women serving in shipboard billets.

At operational shore units, less than a fourth of the non-rated

single women, and only 17% of the single petty officers considered the

problem more serious than self resolving. The single women officers

distributed their opinions fairly equally across all the options between

no problem and a very important headquarters problem.

Married women generally considered the issue less of a problem than

did the single women. From the office worker, a third of the petty

officers felt it was an important problem, while nearly all of the mar-

ried women officers felt there was only a minor, self-resolving problem.

At operational units, the married women agreed with the single women

in considering the problem significantly less serious than the office

workers. As with the single women, it is probably fair to assume the

office workers thought more in terms of shipboard problems, whereas the

operational unit woemn most likely though in terms of their own opera-

tional billet. Rank was no factor in shore unit married women's opinions

A fourth of them felt headquarters involvement was needed.
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Air station and training unit women's opinions were scattered

across the spectrum for both married and single, and without relation

to rank. This made the actual number of responses in any grouping

very small and, therefore, no significant trend observations could be

made.

Q. PRIORITIES FOR HEADQUARTERS

Women were asked to rank the relative priority of six suggested

problem areas in the order they felt was the priority that should be

followed by the Coast Guard Commandant in directing headquarters ener-

gies. The problem areas suggested were:

1. Changing attitudes of males about women in the Coast Guard.

2. Changing living facilities at existing units.

3. Insuring equal job opportunities.

4. Publishing a set of special instructions for women members.

5. Training women to cope with a male dominated Coast Guard.

6. Sexual misconduct.

Most responses to any write-in problem areas were more applicable as

responses to later questions in the questionnaire.

Nearly half of the women put insuring equal job opportunities as

the number one priority, and three-fourths considered it in the top

three (Figure 10). On the aggregate, and through consideration of all

other factors, this problem remained at the top of the list.

Changing of living facilities rated second before consideration of

other factors. Operational experience of the respondee had no bearing

on the responses; however officers considered the changes much more

important than did the enlisted women. Most of the few responses that

rated the problem a last priority were office workers, but half of all
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respondees placed the problem in the top three. The next two problems

caused the "adjusted" priority for updating existing facilities to slip

to fourth priority of the six.

Although acknowledged as a difficult and possibly impossible task,

75% of the women with four or less years of service felt that working

on changing the attitudes of males toward the females should be greater

than priority three. Eighteen percent of all respondees considered it

a top priority problem, and 25% ranked it second priority. No one with

more than four years of service rated the problem less than priority

three. Because 43% listed the problem as greater than or equal to num-

ber two, the "adjusted" ranking moved the problem from third to second.

Non-rated women considered training women to cope with a male service

more serious of a problem at the office level. Other than that one group,

operational experience made no reflection in the analysis. Fifty-seven

percent of the non-rated ranked the problem in the top three. Sixty

percent of the petty officers and 70% of the officers did likewise. Of-

ficers had less tendency to rate the problem as a higher priority than

third than did the lower ranks. It was a close choice but this problem

adeged out changing living facilities for third priority.

Statistical analysis placed the special instructions for women in a

tie for last place with the sexual misconduct problem. The tongue-in-

cheek suggestion was made that the Commandant should publish a special

set of instructions on women's uniforms and grooming standards and give

a personal copy to all male officers and CPO's so that they can have no

excuse for not enforcing the rules and pawning the task off onto the

senior woman present to do their "dirty work".

The sexual misconduct issue had 72% rating it as priority four or

less. Thirty-four percent considered it last priority. Twenty-two
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percent indicated the problem should be priority one or two. Officers

tended to no response or snide remarks that could mostly be interpreted

as considering the problem as insignificant. But discounting the

officers' opinions, only 26% rated the problem as last priority. Analy-

sis by marital status showed only little difference, with more married

women considering sexual misconduct a higher priority problem than did

singles. Comments had not been specifically solicited but many were

volunteered, most often by those who rated the problem at a higher pri-

ority. It appears there are a few isolated units, and a recruit train-

ing center, where both male officer and enlisted supervisory personnel

fostered the problem rather than discourage it. After all considerations

the sexual misconduct problem remains at a low fifth priority for head-

quarters energies, and creation of any special instructions for women

should be considered a poor idea.

Other suggested problems for headquarters attention: repeated

several times - stationing only one woman at a unit; marriage of a Coast

Guard woman to a civilian with his own career and the inability to
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co-ordinate transfers or for the woman to obtain a discharge; sending

women to sea; and duty assignments of Coast Guard women married to

Coast Guard men; and establishing a maternity uniform.

R. LOCAL UNIT PROBLEM AREAS

Ten problem areas were proposed and the respondees were asked to

rank them in the order in which they exist at their present duty sta-

tion. The problems offered were:

1. Attitudes of the men concerning the women

2. Toilet and shower facilities

3. Opposite sexes distracting each other from work

4. Women's physical strength

5. Supervisors disciplining women differently than men

6. Work assignments for women

7. CO's support in equal opportunity for women

8. Special treatment received by women

9. Getting uniform items

10. Wives of male co-workers

The problem of sexist attitudes of the men was considered the most

prevalent with 31% rating it as the greatest of the ten problems

(Figure ll). Over two-thirds rated it in the top three. Operational

experience and rank had no bearing on the feelings.

Getting uniform items was easily considered the next most serious.

This supports the fewer of the comments made on items needed for the

unit's exchange.

Collectively, differences in discipline by supervisors was next.

Over half of the women office staff officers and petty officers rated

this problem in the top three. Non-rated women did not see it as so
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great. Most officers at operational units also rated the problem high,

but only the seamen at training units agreed with them. All other

analysis rated the problem at less than third place.

The problem of work assignments for women was ranked between second

and fifth place by an even 13% of the respondees for each priority. No

significant conclusions could be drawn from these results.

All of the remainder of the problems were considered isolated and

generally insignificant in the development of any overall ranking. The

lowest ranked problems were considered no problem at all. Distractions

by opposite sexes and wives of the male co-workers fell into this

category.
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IV. COMPARISON OF MALE OPINIONS

A. SAMPLE PROFILE

Fifty-eight percent of the 500 questionnaires sent to male Coast-

guardsmen were returned. The responses broke down as: 9% from non-

rated men; 56% from petty officers, 15% from CPO's; 3% from chief war-

rant officers (CWO); 7% from junior officers (ENS or LTJG's); 8% from

middle officers (LT or LCDR); and 4% from senior officers (CDR or CAPT).

Twenty enlisted ratings were represented with RM, BM, and MK showing

the greatest numbers, but only the MK rating (at 10.5%) was greater than

8% of the rated population. The average age fell on the 25 to 30 year

old bracket. Two- thirds of the men were married. The education level

of the enlisted men was significantly lower, due in part to the several

non-high school graduates in the CPO ranks. Forty-six percent of the

respondees had four years or less of service, and 47% were in their

first enlistment. Only 25% intended to terminate their career after

four years, and an equal number expressed career intentions.

Over half of the men claimed to supervise five or more men; only

15% of the men claimed to supervise any women, the most being five women

Forty- three percent of the respondees were from ships, 16% from air

stations, 11% from offices, and the remainder from operational shore

units.

3
It may be interesting to note that over half of the CPO's did not

indicate their rate - apparently considering their leadership position
over their rating.
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B. PERFORMANCE ABILITIES

Men tended to consider the problem of women's ability to perform in

all roles as more severe than the women. But 79% of the men stated that

women should be in all ratings and duty assignments. Some qualified

their opinion with the precept that women should be physically able to

do all types of duty normally expected of a rating before being per-

mitted to enter the rate. Six and a half percent of the men would re-

strict women from the engineering ratings due to their lesser physical

strength. Seven percent felt women should be restricted to office type

duties, or did not belong in the Coast Guard at all. Three percent

felt women should be restricted from isolated duty, but 1% objzdtzd to

wom&n on AhslpA.

a common remark:
"Women should be allowed in all ratings IF they fill all

billets of that rating, and not just the shore billets."

a BM2:

"I don't object to them anywhere, but the local fishermen
don't like them at all, and they're difficult to understand
on the radio (they get to shouting and easy to upset)."

from an isolated duty station:
"Chemicals harmful to the female reproductive system are

stored here. Obviously it wouldn't be good to station a

woman here. The CG shouldn't overlook things like that.
I'm all for women everywhere, otherwise."

a 36 year old married petty officer:
"Women should do anything they want, until they have chil-
dren. Then, sorry, it's home 'til they're in school, and
shore duty or something like buoy tenders until the kids
are grown. This is an important social need and we men
will have to accept that some shore billets will be filled
by women with kids. That's real hard to explain to a

young male who's never had to be responsible before in his
life."

a CPO:

"Women have to think beyond themselves - kids need their
mother. GOD gave women the ability and instincts to care
for the offspring (I'm not saying DAD shouldn't help a lot
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'cause he should - raising kids is demanding and very tedious.)
We should live for the future, and only by raising kids right,

and within a proper family (not day care center) surrounding,
can we expect a good next generation."

a chief aviation electronics technician (ATC):

"All rates should have physical strength standards, for safety
as well as job efficiency. It slows things down waiting for

2 women to load 2 objects working together in 2 trips when 2

men could do it in 1 trip. Most electronic gear is heavy, but

only to the limits of a normal man. On flight crews it often
involves cargo work and you just can't carry extra crewmen in

a helicopter to supplement the physical weakness of the female
crewman."

numerous comments:
"Women don't realize that sea/ship duty is not all that it's

cracked up to be but I'll never tell them that. I want them
out here so I can get a tour ashore."

C. WOMEN'S ACCEPTANCE

Men's perceptions of co-worker's, subordinate's and the public's

acceptance of women in the Coast Guard were the same as those perceptions

of the women surveyed. However, the men felt that resentment by male

co-workers of women joining their ranks was a less significant problem

than did the women. It can be speculated that either men were not aware

of their resentment and that they expressed it, or that women perceived

more resentment than actually exists.

D. SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES

There was general agreement over the advancement opportunities, with

82% of the men saying that the advancement system gave equal opportuni-

ties to all (Figure 1, page 21). Only 8% said that women had it better

than men, most commenting that they felt women were undeservingly marked

higher in performance rating. Ten percent said women were at a dis-

advantage, primarily through lack of exposure to shipboard work and

equipment. Both a YNC and YN1 felt the uncontrolled influx of women
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into the YN rate was causing the rate to tighten up because of less

opportunities for men to rotate to shore duty.

E. WORK ASSIGNMENTS

Asked how fair they feel about their work assignments as compared

to women in the same billet level, 56.5% said they received fair or

equal treatment. Forty percent said women had it better because they

were protected or physically weak, or because supervisors wanted women

to get ahead. Only 3 men felt women were receiving worse treatment.

F. INTER-RANK RELATIONSHIPS

Men felt that familiarity between women officers and women enlisted

was more serious of a problem, than did the women, but still within the

ability of the commanding officer to control. They also perceived

familiarity between male officers and female enlisted as a problem for

the commanding officer's attention. They agreed with the women on the

insignificance of any problems of familiarity between male enlisted and

women officers.

Nearly half of the men reported having no contact with female offi-

cers and, therefore, rated only the male officers. Of those that did

have contact with female officers, 82% rated the treatment received as

the same as that from male officers and 15% pKn^a/oizd tkoAji tAzjjrfm&nx.

in.om tkz moJL<n>, giving many comments similar to those by the women. Only

2 men felt they received better treatment from female officers than from

male officers.

a chief electrician (EMC):

"Normally female officers treat enlisted men as 'enlisted
trash'. They tend to be yery rate conscious."

a 4-year SN:

"Female officers find it hard to cope. They're either con-
sidered a sex object or a dog. Since they're not seen as
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officers or human beings per se, they become either overly

dictatorial or fawning."

an RM3:

"Female officers are big headed and go out of their way to

give orders and exercise their rank. Most male officers
give orders only when needed. But a lot of male officers
are on ego trips too."

a YN3:

"...by women officers - yery good... by males - as a sub-

ordinate, as if I should be thankful I'm being addressed by

them."

an SK2:

"The woman I worked for was always trying to prove that she

was in charge rather than just letting me show her the due

respect. . .some of the men see it as insecurity and weakness..."

a YN3:

"Female officers try to be tough where male officers try to

explain the mistakes."

a quartermaster first-class (QM1):

"Female officers tend to be more discriminatory and push
their rank a lot."

a YN2:

"One of the female officers at this unit is fine and a very
effective officer. She treats me the same as the male offi-
cers do. The other is..."

an ENS:

"Women officers seem to have something to prove. They need

to try to blend in more so people think of then as an

officer first and 'pushy broad' second, if at all."

a YN1:

"At two units now I've seen women get time off for 'that time
of the month'. One women is otherwise well -liked and does
her job - but 2 days sick leave a month is taking advantage.
My supervisors don't do anything about it because she's better
than many men YN."

a first-class petty officer at an isolated duty station:
"We've had no problems at all. She works out fine."

G. UNIFORMS

The men agreed with the women on the degree of problems associated

with differences in uniforms between those for women and men. However,

the question on availability of uniform items did not refer to any sex,
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and the male responses indicated that either men have less of a problem

than do women in this regard, or that men do not recognize the lack of

availability of women's uniform items.

H. LIVING FACILITIES

Nearly 20% of the men felt it was very important for headquarters to

address the problem of equal treatment in berthing assignments and watch-

stander berthing facilities. They felt more strongly about this than

did the women asked the same questions. Over 60% of the men rated the

problem of changing living facilities at existing units as one of the

top three problems for headquarters attention. Twenty-nine percent felt

it should be top priority of the six proposed problem areas. Men per-

ceived toilet and shower facilities at their assigned units as a more

serious problem than did the women at theirs. Twenty- two percent of

the men said it would be the greatest problem, vice 7% for women; 38%

placed it in the top three problems, vice 30% for the women.

Both men and women agreed in their perceptions of the problems of

the suitability of shipboard and boat facilities for women. On aircraft,

however, the men said it was much less of a problem than did the women.

Sixty-eight percent of the men felt no significant changes needed

to be made to their unit's physical facilities to better accommodate

women. Most of the comments indicated some very minor changes may be

necessary. The remaining 32% said major changes would have to be made

to allow their unit to be properly integrated with women. Recommenda-

tions were made to not attempt changes to the older cutters but to let

them continue with all male crews until decommissioning.

a CPO:

"The physical changes for the women aren't too complex,
it's what these changes do to the relocated men that will
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become the problem. It has alv/ays been considered a privilege

to move into the smaller berthing areas, such as operations

berthing, first-class berthing, etc. First-class petty offi-

cers moved out of 10 man compartments and into 30 man compart-

ments with the 'y°ung kids' resent the reason, and will

grumble and generate more hard feelings."

a seaman apprentice (SA):

"Women should get some concessions - like a lock for the door
- rather than just being tossed into the barracks and bath-

rooms indiscriminately."

an MK2:
"Major changes are needed. We shouldn't have women here because
this unit is too small . Major changes needed to make things

properly (equally) co-ed aren't worth the expense until there
are more women around. Then rebuild this place."

at a Group:
"It's the command's fault but women are each given a room to

themselves whereas the men have 2-3 per room except above E-6."

an MK1:

"I hope they learn what can and can't fit through the ship's
sewage lines. We've already had to fix it once. Even a mini

pad becomes a maxi problem."

I. DISCIPLINE

Of those men responding to this question, less than half of the men

perceived no differences between discipline given to male Coast Guards-

men as compared to the females. An equal amount said women get more

leeway from supervisors before discipline is administered and 14% said

they get less strict discipline for offenses than do the men (Figure 5,

page 42). Sixty-two percent of the men disqualified themselves from

answering this question due to lack of observation of women in need of

disciplinary action.

Men perceived the discipline differences as a much greater problem

than did the women. Of the ten present-unit problems to rank, 21% of

the men put the differences in discipline as number one, compared to

9.7% by women. Over 59% placed it in the top three. A greater percent-

age of males felt it was a problem for headquarters attention.
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Numerous comments were made by petty officers (mostly from air sta-

tions) concerning the difference in hair standards between women and

men. Several men wanted to wear long hair and pin it up like the

women. Most complained specifically that hair codes for the women were

not enforced.

a chief RM:

"Female incompetence and non-conformity are treated lightly."

a YNC:

"I've attended nearly every mast both at the Group and on

the ship and have noticed the females receive more favorable

treatment. Sentences have been lighter than those imposed

on males for the same offenses."

a CPO who supervises women:

"I have found that women, much more than men, resent discipline
and orders from men who are not immediately assigned to their

particular department or area."

a LT:

"Females are protected. The CO sets a poor example by using

first names with women and discouraging duty standing by them."

J. DISTRACTION FACTORS

Over half of the men said they were not distracted by the women

around. A third of the men also failed to respond to the question.

It cannot be determined which men were not distracted because there

were simply no women around to distract them, and how many were actual-

ly not distracted by their presence. Of those responding: 11% said

they were distracted by flirting initiated by either sex; a fourth

by the physical sexual differences (e.g. "girlwatching") ; and, a small

percentage each by concern for the women's safety due to their weaker

physical strength or by stopping to help the women with learning or

performing a task (Figure 7, page 46).

an EMC:

"Other males are not allowing females to do their assigned
work. They tend to do it for them."
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an MK3:
"I'm all for women on all rates, but... I am a girl watcher
from way back, and not the only one around. This could

cause problems during hazardous work. Imagine getting

your hand smashed by heavy machinery because some lovely

MK's blouse gives you a peek and you're distracted for

just a second. Red-blooded males don't need that kind of

distraction in dangerous work areas."

Nearly 40% of the men said they felt the women had neither encour-

aged or discouraged distracting men from their work. Another 8% said

only some encouragement or discouragement had taken place. Thirteen

and a half percent said the women discouraged being a distraction by

concentrating on their work and men soon considered them a co-worker

rather than a sex object. Most of the encouragement that did take

place was caused by excessive talking on the job. Eight percent of the

men said women intentionally wear tight or revealing uniforms to dis-

tract the attentions of the men. Forty-eight percent gave no response

to the question.

a senior chief RM:

"The two women RM's I have working for me do their job in

a professional and dedicated manner thereby setting an
example (rather than coming on watch to distract the men)."

an RMC:

"Some women use profanity and try to be tough, but I see
it as the opposite way to gain acceptance and solve what
is really an attitude problem of both sexes."

an MK2:

"Only the officers seem to try to distract you. They have
to learn to be more subtle. Half a bottle of phoo-phoo
juice on anyone will turn everyone's head. It's one thing
to smell a woman from a few inches or foot away and another
to know when she's come onto the bridge from 10 feet away."

K. WIVES OF SERVICEMEN

Men said that pressures on them from their wives over working with

a woman crewman is less of a problem than the women perceived. Most

men thought the commanding officer could do little and polarized the
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problem (to the two extremes of a self-resolving problem or one for

headquarters attention) more than did the women. But the overall pri-

ority of the problem remained quite low.

There is some indication that although the problem of wives accept-

ing the women working with their husbands are rated as "self-resolving",

that it does not accurately reflect the degree of the problem serious-

ness. These problems may be very major but are rated as self- resolv-

ing because there is little the Commandant or commanding officer can

do about them.

an MK1:

"I've been on sea duty 3 1/2 years now, which puts a

strain on any marriage. Now I have to convince my wife
I'm not fooling around with girls at sea."

L. PRIORITIES AND PROBLEM RANKINGS

The men ranked the six proposed problems for the Commandant's appli-

cation of headquarter 1

s resources in exactly th.2. tame, oxdoji cu> did the.

womdYi (Figure 10, page 56). As mentioned before, the men felt changing

living facilities was more important than did the women, but not enough

to change its ranking. It was even a closer "tie" for last priority

between publishing special instructions for women and the issue of

sexual misconduct. Other suggestions offered:

a QM3:

"The Commandant's first priority should be insuring fully
equal deployment and assignment to all tasks and rates.
There's no place for the 'protected sex' or chivalry on
duty."

two CPO's:
"Number 1 will be giving fair and equal treatment in ship/
shore rotation."

a master chief:
"Ensure women don't fill up certain rates and dominate a

field, just as you wouldn't want men to dominate a field,
or a race to dominate a rating. A balance isn't necessary,
just not a domination."
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an RM2:

"From what I see, the younger women are hurting themselves
by falling into the traps of the young 'horny' sailor...
bad reputations, and consequently prejudices, are being
built that service women are 'easy'. Not all though. I

personally hold high regard for the women that have held

out... the new recruits should be shown the light by maybe
a hard, down-to-truth flick about the 'horny, out-for-a-
good-time sailor' or rap sessions from someone who's been
there... they've got to be prepared... some are just too

innocent."

an SA:

"What about shaving heads crossing the date line?"

The ranking of the ten proposed local unit problems was remarkably

similar between the rank list by the v/omen and by the men (Figure 11,

page 58). Three problems did move significantly, all of them upward.

The. pKoblzm oq di^gJiHYiczA i.vi cUAdpZinz tocu> numbzA onz ^ok tkz mzn;

perceived as third by the women. The problem of women receiving special

treatment was number three by the men; sixth by the women. And the

problem of opposite sexes distracting went from the least problem per-

ceived by the women to a low seventh place by the men. All others

fell in the same order except for the problem of acquiring uniform items

which was considered not applicable for the men.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Much of society today no longer encourages the services to discrimi'

nate against the female sex. To do so not only invites equalitarian

pressures from within and without the service, but it fails to tap a

valuable personnel resource as well. The Coast Guard, it would seem,

has taken a lead in making all opportunities available without sexual

discrimination. If planning and integration continues at its current

rate, enactment of the ERA will have minimal impact on internal proce-

dures and operation of the Coast Guard.

But problems do still exist. Many have been recognized and some

have not. However the relative degree of various problems is largely

subjective and only subjective solutions at this point can be proposed.

An attempt has been made, by surveying all of the women in the Coast

Guard, to determine their perceptions of various issues related to

women's integration into a predominately male service. The comparison

to perceptions of a male sample was done to see where differences in

thinking or perceptions may exist.

A. PROBLEMS FOR HEADQUARTERS ATTENTION

It is generally agreed by both sexes that the &aaa£ p/vioAUXy for

Headquarters resources, as applied toward the issue of women in the

Coast Guard, is to tnAuAz zquat job opponAjMiiXloj* {on. both 6zxqj>.

Women do not want to be discriminated either for or against. They

simply v/ant the rules and procedures applied without bias to all ser-

vicemen. The men agree. The men fear loss of earned position through

reverse discrimination.
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A second problem area that has been addressed by the Commandant,

and is perhaps ready for review, is the policy toward pregnancy and

the underlying question of mixing motherhood with a career. Considera-

tion of a leave-of-absence program, or a voluntary reserve status, may

enable the Coast Guard to retain good career personnel while enabling

the woman to fulfill a "full-time mother" need that is becoming less

common in today's society. The present "work or resign" policy may be

doing a disservice to both the Coast Guard and the community.

Tkn thVid and moi>£ comma nZy cLLbcuAAzd p/ioblzm wa& thcut o^ im-l^onm

don. lAJomzn. Many women are unaware that the Commandant has acknowledged

the difficulty in obtaining the new Coast Guard blue uniform and its

accessory items. More user input was requested into the uniform board's

decisions. It was felt that a board of males attempted to develop a

"fashion plate" Hollywood costume suitable only for office wear. A

more Dractical and cost equitable uniform was perceived as needed.

Differences in uniform quantity and allowances between those for women

and men were challenged. A modest low-cost alteration to the uniform

was requiested for pregnant women to enable them to "conform" to the

uniform standards applied to their co-workers.

kltojuutian o{ Living &acAJU£iz6 hcu> butn mcovrmcndcd cu> tko. &ou/tfh

pfvLotvutij for Headquarters. This should be approached by a survey of

units to determine their capabilities to sexually integrate. Something

can be done at most units to make some degree of integration possible.

Care should be taken in the assignment of women to avoid overburdening

the facilities of any particular unit. Construction changes should be

then made first to those units with the greatest capabilities of fully

integrating the most ratings. Obviously, all new construction should be
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planned for both sexes. It may be necessary to indicate some older

units, particularly some small ships, as unfeasible to integrate, and

they should be noted so in an instruction or a footnote to the Standard

Distribution List (CG-131) for all servicemembers to readily see. Many

service members are unaware of the many efforts and changes already made

to integrate women into the Coast Guard ranks.

The survey made suggested changing the attitudes of males about

women in the Coast Guard as the next priority for Headquarters. This

will not be easily done but through greater internal dissemination of

information describing the equality of various programs, in laymen terms

that will be both read and understood, many attitudes will change by

simply understanding more about, and the acceptance of, the women.

Over emphasis can easily have the negative results of too much

attention given to the women causing resentment by the men.. Most women

want recognition for their accomplishments and work, and not press

coverage of their genetic differences from the "norm". Too much press

coverage of the women's integration, and too many survey's similar to

this one (although this survey seemed to be well received by both sexes

but particularly by the women

—

all four descenting opinions were from

women officers) can have an adverse effect on letting women become

accepted for who they are rather than what they are.

More subtle means of noting women's presence and accomplishments can

be made. For example, use of first names vice initials on advancement

lists, and acknowledging a duty boat crew's efforts by rate, first, and

last names rather than simply rate and last name, can be done.

Supervisors, particularly commanding officers, who are unsupportive

and negative toward equal rights for women should be counselled and/or

removed from their position of influencing the attitudes of others.
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Likewise, supervisors who recognize, for example, a woman member who's

approach to leadership or her job is harming women's cause should not

permit them to continue, as their attitude imposes anti -women attitudes

among the men. There appeared to be sufficient mention of women offi-

cers being overly militant in their approach to their leadership posi-

tion and they should look at the environmental effects they may be

imposing on their female shipmates.

Training women to cope with a male dominated Coast Guard was con-

sidered the next priority. Except for possibly some "rap session" or

other seminar type indoctrination at recruit training, the task was

acknowledged as nearly impossible and not too feasible. Much of the

same effects could be produced through assignment of greater numbers

of women to a given unit. Isolation and loneliness was a commonly de-

scribed problem for the women, and with other women available with

which to associate, most of the "coping" will become unnecessary and

the training to that effect will be through mutual experiences.

With certain isolated exceptions, recruit training apparently being

one of them, concern over sexual misconduct is considered unfounded.

Some instances are certain to arise but they should be dealt with on

their individual merits. The closeness of shipboard life and duration

of extended cruises will most likely produce the most serious problems

to be found, but by assignment of adequate numbers of women, and with

a mature attitude toward regulation of shipboard life, sexual misconduct

will prove to be a minor and isolated problem.

B. PROBLEMS FOR LOCAL UNIT SUPERVISOR'S ATTENTION

Differences in treatment and discipline between what applied to men

and women was considered to be the most serious problem to be addressed
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by commanding officers and other supervisors. Overlooking application

of regulations to women, either through ignorance of the regulation or

through conscious or unconscious omission, is easily recongized by the

crewmen and attitudes and resentments are formed. Overly stringent en-

forcement to only one sex is also more easily recognized by the crew

than by the supervisors. Some ratings are more sensitive to integra-

tion of their ranks, especially those that perceive women as a threat

to their shore rotational abilities, and those shops may require closer

monitoring to insure equal opportunities and treatment are being pro-

vided both sexes.

The. ode o& j^tut nam&b oq the, wome.n, but not the. me.n, <u> con6tdeAe.d

one. ofi thz mo6t damagtng things done, by o&fitceAA and bupeAvtAOKA and

builds resentment in the enlisted men, and a sense of uneasiness in

many of the enlisted women. Treating women the same as their male con-

temporaries is extremely important.

The problem of women's lesser physical strength is acknowledged by

both sexes. The men considered it a serious liability in some areas

such as helicopter flight crews and in many of the duties required of

engineering ratings. Women suggested minimum strength standards to be

included in the practical factors for a rate and applied to both sexes.

If a woman was strong enough to perform the duties, she should be

allowed in that rate. And, if a man could not pass the strength mini-

mums, he should be denied access to the rate. The female sex is noted

throughout history as compensating for their lack of physical strength

with endurance. (How many days can a young father do housework and

raise young children before he collapses from exhaustion, and yet young

mothers seem to endure day after day.)
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The problem of toilet and shower facilities and berthing areas has

been recognized by the women to be less of a local problem as it is one

for Headquarters attention. But much can be done locally. Doubling

up men in rooms while giving women a room to themselves is harmful to

the men's morale. Providing quarters for men and not women, or giving

women options not available to the men, is damaging morale and receptive

attitudes at some units. Failing to provide bathroom facilities is un-

fair, and retaining of officer/enlisted bathrooms vice men/women is

snobbishly outdated. Treatment of women servicemen as "visitors" is

demeaning and demoralizing.

Problems of distraction of the sexes by each other's presence is at

worst isolated incidents by specific individuals, and most likely is

little or no problem. As more and more women enter the service, the

novelty will quickly diminish and the problem will relegate itself to

negligible.

Wives of male Coast Guardsmen are less of a problem than imagined

and warrant little attention by Coast Guard officials. Perhaps extended

deployments on sexually integrated ships or on isolated duty stations

may create concern by some wives, but it is still too soon to get an

accurate indication.

C. FURTHER STUDY

It is recommended that future studies on the subject of women in

the Coast Guard included greater input from the women themselves. It

was feared, upon initiating this survey, that the women had been bombarded

with questionnaires and interviews and that they would find it tedious

to respond to another. Apparently the reverse was true. Numerous re-

spondees stated that it ivcu> the. {in^t time. tlioJjt opinion had zv<m. bn2.n
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Aoagkt and they welcomed the opportunity to express themselves. Several

gave their names and duty stations and offered to clarify or further

elaborate on any questions. Nearly e^/ery questionnaire returned by the

women was filled margin to margin with comments and examples. The feel-

ing was strong that the decisions being made in their behalf did not in-

clude input or representation from their female peers, and that the

male policymakers were relying too much on guess work and/or the opinions

of inexperienced women officers assigned to Headquarters offices.

Development of a policy concerning the minimum numbers of women to

assign particular units should be started. Small units, in particular,

should receive priority in maintaining an adequate number of women to

avoid the problems of isolation from other women, receipt of special

treatment, and not fitting into the unit's crew.

Attitudinal surveys of the crews of those ships presently embarking

women should be done to note the changes that result from these experi-

ences and use these results to avoid problem areas and to reinforce

positive developments for use in integrating other units. Ideally, the

same crewmen should have been surveyed before the beginning of the in-

tegration program, and again later after adjustments have been made.

The same results, although not quite as accurate, can be attained by

conducted an attitudinal survey of the male crewmen of like ships with

and without a sexually integrated crew. It may be beneficial to study

the crewmen while they are undergoing the adjustments as well as after

the problems have largely subsided and the women have settled in as

part of the crew.

Caution must be taken in any "active" studies made to avoid as much

as possible contributing to the feelings that the women are receiving
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special attention, as this bruises the egos of the males, many of which

already feel threatened by the unknown, and would build even more resent-

ment and adjustment problems than if no studies were done.

"Passive" studies of differences in discipline, advancement rates

and opportunities, and comparisons of re-enlistment trends and reasons

between men and women may provide valuable information for policy

determination.

D. STUDIES AND RECOMMENDED GENERAL READING

Studies have little value unless the information is properly dissemi-

nated, and the results of most studies concerning women in the Coast

Guard are needed by field managers in operating units, marine safety

offices, and district offices. Use of Navy Times and The Bulletin of

the Coast Guard Academy are excellent indirect mediums for informally

passing on results. Both have wide readership and avoid the bias or

special treatment stigma of official notices.

A candid article by Bella Stumbo, staff writer for the Los Angeles

Times , printed 27 November 1977, describes her observations while rid-

ing the Coast Guard Cutter M0R6ENTHAU on its first extended cruise with

women crewmen aboard. The article has been sent to The Bulletin and,

if copyright agreements can be reached, the article will be reprinted.

Strongly recommended for ewery lounge and magazine rack is a

pamphlet compiled by Cell a Hoke for the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Public Affairs). Women in the Armed Forces is available through the

Department of Defense, Washington, D.C. 20301, and provides general

knowledge that wouldlead to a greater understanding and appreciation of

the historical role women have played.
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Patricia Thomas of the Naval Personnel Research and Development Cen-

ter (NPRDS), San Diego, California 92152, reviews the status of American

military women and the effects recent changes in Navy policy has had on

their utilization and makes comparisons with women in the Israeli Defense

Force. This 20 page Technical Note 76-7 is most informative and also

makes good general reading for supervisors and crewmen alike, and copies

are recommended for units with women, soon to integrate, or with interest

or concern about the issue of integration of women into the service.
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APPENDIX A. Abbreviations, acronyms, and other terms used:

RANKS:

CAPT - Captain (0-6)

CDR - Commander (0-5)

LCDR - Lieutenant commander (0-4)

LT - Lieutenant (0-3)

LTJG - Lieutenant junior grade (0-2)

ENS - Ensign (0-1)

CWO - Chief Warrant Officer

CPO - Chief Petty Officer (E-7 thru E-9)

petty officer - E-4 thru E-6

non-rated - E-l thru E-3

RATINGS:

AD - aviation machinist's mate

AE - aviation electrician's mate

AM - aviation structural mechanic

AT - aviation electronics technician

BM - boatswain's mate

DC - damage controlman

DT - dental technician

EM - electrician's mate

ET - electronics technician

FT - fire control technician

GM - gunner's mate

HM - hospital corpsman

MK - machinery technician

PA - photo journalist

QM - quartermaster

RD - radarman

RM - radioman

SA - seaman apprentice (E-2)

SK - storekeeper

SN - seaman (E-3)

SS - subsistence specialist

TT - telephone technician

YN - yeoman
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OTHERS:

AWOL

BAQ

B.O.

booked

C-section

CG

CO

G.I.

Group

mast

OCS

P. A.

rehab

re-up

XO

- away without leave

- basic allowance for quarters

- body odor

- placed on conduct report for discipline

- Caesarean operation

- Coast Guard

- commanding officer

- member or former member of US armed forces

- shore unit normally responsible for dispatching
rescue units, maintaining navigation aids, and
monitoring or cleaning up pollution of coastal
waters

- commanding officer's non-judicial punishment

- officer candidate school

- public address system

- rehabilitate

- re-enlist for another term

- executive officer; next in command to CO
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APPENDIX B. Questionnaire Sent to All Coast Guard Women

Greetings:

This survey is being conducted as part of my thesis at the Naval Post-

graduate School. The results of this survey will be forwarded to Coast

Guard Headquarters.

I am not asked who you are, and no attempt will be made to identify

anyone's questionnaire. I am interested only in what you have to say,

and will report back only group answers. The background information

will be used to help me computer code your answers to Part III, and

draw profiles, such as "women under age 32 think..." etc.

Please take the time to fill these out and return them, in the envelope

provided, as soon as possible.

This survey is to determine how men and women in the Coast Guard see

various possible problem areas. Part I asks you to indicate how big

a problem you think things are. Part II asks you to rank order problem

areas as you see them. Part III gives you the chance to speak your

mind and include items not otherwise noted.

Thank you very much for your time and assistance.

T. W. SINCLAIR
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BACKGROUND

Rank/Rate

Age

Married/ Single

Total years of school

How entered Coast Guard
(QCS, enlistment, service transfer, direct com-
mission, etc.)

Original length of required duty_

Time in Coast Guard

Time in Service, if different

Is this your first enlistment?

Do you presently plan to extend?

Do you supervise enlisted women?

Do you supervise enlisted men?

if not which?_

how long?

how many?

how many?

Have you served, or are you now serving at an operational unit (ship,

boat station, loran station, air station, Group, etc.) for over 3 months

or have you been mostly at Headquarters, District Offices, Marine Safety

Offices, etc.?
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PART I

Use the answer scale provided to answer the question.

= no problem

1 = minor problem that will resolve itself

2 = problem that can be resolved by attention from the CO/XO

3 = problem that must be solved by the CO to prevent reduction
in unit morale and efficiency

4 = important problem that Headquarters should be working on

5 = \/ery important problem that requires much attention and

action by Headquarters

TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU SEE THESE AREAS AS PROBLEMS?

1. Women's ability to perform in all roles of Coast Guard work.

2. Co-worker's acceptance of women as working equals.

3. Subordinate's acceptance of women as their supervisors
or leaders.

4. The public's acceptance of v/omen in positions where they
have normally dealt with men (such as boating safety officers,
boarding officers, marine inspection officers).

5. Women's opportunities for advancement.

6. Women's opportunities for command or officer-in-charge
positions.

7. Familiarity between women Officers and women enlisted
(big sister syndrome).

8. Familiarity between male Officers and female enlisted.

9. Familiarity between male enlisted and women Officers.

10. Equal treatment in housing/berthing assignments.

11. Duty night and watchstander berthing.
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12. Resentment by male co-workers of women joining their
ranks.

13. Differences in uniforms (and their storage/cleaning
needs) between those required for men and those required
for women.

14. Availability of uniform items.

15. Rules preventing applying the "feminine touch" to

barracks rooms.

16. Pressures on males from their wives about serving with
women at sea, extended flights, or isolated duty.

17. Double standard perceived in haircuts and grooming
standards.

18. Shipboard facilities not suitable for women.

19. Boat facilities not suitable for women.

20. Aircraft facilities not suitable for women.

21. Opportunities for social life for women restricted by
work assignment.
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PART II

RANK THE PROBLEMS MENTIONED IN THE ORDER AS YOU SEE THEM:

A. The Commandant should apply Headquarter' s energies on the issue
of women in the Coast Guard toward the problems of:

priority
number

Changing attitudes of males about women in the Coast Guard

Changing living facilities at existing units

Insuring equal job opportunities

Publishing a set of special instructions for women members

Training women to cope with a male dominated Coast Guard

Sexual misconduct

Other:
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B. What rates are filled by women, at your present unit?

Problems that exist for the women, or would exist if women were
assigned, at your present duty station are: (#1 is the greatest
problem, etc.)

problem
number

Attitudes of the men concerning the women

Toilet and shower facilities

Opposite sexes distracting each other from work

Women's physical strength

Supervisors disciplining women differently from men

Work assignments for women

CO's support in equal opportunity for women

Special treatment received by women

Getting uniform items

Wives of male co-workers

Other:

Other:
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PART III

QUESTIONS: SPEAK YOUR MIND AND FEEL FREE TO BRING UP AMY OTHER
PROBLEMS OR COMMENTS YOU WISH. ADD ALL THE PAGES YOU NEED.

1. How fair do you feel your work assignments have been as compared
to men in the same billet level as you? If you get better or

worse treatment, give specific examples.

2. How do you see your advancement opportunities, as compared to the
men?

3. How do you think the men feel about you?

4. What kind of treatment do you receive from the male Officers?
From the female Officers?

5. What items should be stocked in the ship's store or exchange that
are not presently carried?
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6. What kind of distraction problems have you had working surrounded

by men?

7. Do you think you are a distraction to the men? How have you

encouraged or discouraged this?

8. Describe differences in discipline given to you or other female

Coast Guardsmen, as compared to the males.

9. How has your ti*e in the Coast Guard affected your social life?

10. What changes in the physical facilities at your unit do you think

needs to be done to better accommodate women? Besides major
changes, are there simple changes that could easily be made but

haven't? What simple changes have already been made?
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11. Why did you enter the Coast Guard?

12. Do your supervisors think of you as career oriented or temporary
help? How have they given you that impression? Are you career
oriented? What efforts, if any, are made to make you more career
oriented? Are these efforts any different for the men?

13. What should the Coast Guard do if you should decide to have
children but wish to maintain a career? Should you be able to

take an extended leave-of-absence? Maternity leave only? Have
to work throughout most of your pregnancy? Should men have
leave-of-absence rights too?

14. What roles in the Coast Guard are there that women cannot or
should not fill? Why not?
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15. Is the Coast Guard moving as fast as it can in the bureaucratic

system to open all job opportunities to women? What suggestions

do you have?

16. What geographical differences have you notices in your being

accepted or rejected by the people in your unit (or the public
ashore) as a woman in the Coast Guard? Be careful to keep

your observations based on broad generalities and not on

specific individuals, (one New Yorker is not al

1

New Yorkers)

17. Why should women be ordered to sea duty the same as men? Would
you accept orders to icebreaker duty (6 month cruise)? Would
you still have joined the Coast Guard if you knew you would be
ordered to sea?
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APPENDIX C. Questionnaire Sent to Sample of Coast Guard Men

Greetings:

This survey is being conducted as part of my thesis at the Naval Post-

graduate School. The results of this survey will be forwarded to

Coast Guard Headquarters.

I am not asking who you are, and no attempt will be made to identify

anyone's questionnaire. I am interested only in what you have to say,

and will report back only group answers. The background information

will be used to help me computer code your answers to Part III, and

draw profiles, such as "women under age 32 think..." etc.

Please take the time to fill these out and return them, in the envelope

provided, as soon as possible.

This survey is to determine how men and women in the Coast Guard see

various possible problem areas. Part I asks you to indicate how big

a problem you think things are. Part II asks you to rank order problem

areas as you see them. Part III gives you the chance to speak your mind

and include items not otherwise noted.

Thank you yery much for your time and assistance.

T. W. SINCLAIR
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BACKGROUND

Rank/Rate

Age

Married/Single

Total years of school

How entered Coast Guard
(OCS, enlistment, service transfer, direct com-

mission, etc.)

Original length of required duty_

Time in Coast Guard

Time in Service, if different

Is this your first enlistment? , if not which?

Do you presently plan to extend? , how long?

Do you supervise enlisted women? , how many?

Do you supervise enlisted men? , how many?

Have you served, or are you now serving at an operational unit (ship,
boat station, loran station, air station, Group, etc.) for over 3 months,
or have you been mostly at Headquarters, District Offices, Marine Safety
Offices, etc.?
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PART I

Use the answer scale provided to answer the question.

= no problem

1 = minor problem that will resolve itself

2 = problem that can be resolved by attention from the CO/XO

3 = problem that must be solved by the CO to prevent reduction
in unit morale and efficiency

4 =. important problem that Headquarters should be working on

5 = very important problem that requires much attention and
action by Headquarters

TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU SEE THESE AREAS AS PROBLEMS?

1. Women's ability to perform in all roles of Coast Guard work.

2. Co-worker's acceptance of women as working equals.

3. Subordinate's acceptance of women as their supervisors
or leaders.

4. The public's acceptance of women in positions where they
have normally dealt with men (such as boating safety officers,
boarding officers, marine inspection officers).

5. Women's opportunities for advancement.

6. Women's opportunities for command or officer-in-charge
positions.

7. Familiarity between women officers and women enlisted
(big sister syndrome).

3. Familiarity between male Officers and female enlisted.

9. Familiarity betv/een male enlisted and women Officers.

10. Equal treatment in housing/berthing assignments.

11. Duty night and watchstander berthing.
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12. Resentment by male co-workers of women joining their ranks.

13. Differences in uniforms (and their storage/cleaning needs)
between those required for men and those required for women,

14. Availability of uniform items.

15. Rules preventing applying the "feminine touch" to barracks
rooms.

16. Pressures on males from their wives about serving with
women at sea, extended flights, or isolated duty.

17. Double standard perceived in haircuts and grooming
standards.

18. Shipboard facilities not suitable for women.

19. Boat facilities not suitable for women.

20. Aircraft facilities not suitable for women.

21. Opportunities for social life for women restricted by work
assignment.
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PART II

RANK THE PROBLEMS MENTIONED IN THE ORDER AS YOU SEE THEM:

A. The Commanding should apply Headquarter' s energies on the issue of
women in the Coast Guard toward the problems of:

priority
number

Changing attitudes of males about women in the Coast Guard

Changing living facilities at existing units

Insuring equal job opportunities

Publishing a set of special instructions for women members

Training women to cope with a male dominated Coast Guard

Sexual misconduct

Other:
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B. What rates are filled by women, at your present unit?

Problems that exist for the women, or would exist if women were
assigned, at your present duty station are: (#1 is the greatest
problem, etc.)

problem
number

Attitudes of the men concerning the women

Toilet and shower facilities

Opposite sexes distracting each other from work

Women's physical strength

Supervisors disciplining women differently from men

Work assignments for women

CO's support in equal opportunity for women

Special treatment received by women

Getting uniform items

Wives of male co-workers

Other:

Other:
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PART III

QUESTIONS. SPEAK YOUR MIND AND FEEL FREE TO BRING UP ANY OTHER PROBLEMS

OR COMMENTS YOU WISH. ADD ALL THE PAGES YOU NEED.

How fair do you feel your work assignments have been as compared to

women in the same billet level as you? If you get better or worse
treatment, give specific examples.

2. How do you see your advancement opportunities, as compared to the

women?

What kind of treatment do you receive from the female Officers?
From the male Officers?

What kind of distraction problems have you had working with a woman
around?

5. How have the women discouraged or encouraged distracting men from
their work?

6. Describe differences in discipline given to you or other male Coast
Guardsmen, as compared to the females.
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7. What changes to the physical facilities at your unit do you think

needs to be done to better accommodate women? Besides major changes,
are there simple changes that could easily be made but haven't?
What simple changes have already been made?

Do you think women are out-of-line entering all Coast Guard rates,
or should they stay at home? What rates or duty assignments would
you restrict women from?
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